Mission Assurance

Handling situations with confidence and efficiency
Longevity Consulting, LLC

Mission Assurance is the process of ensuring an organization’s critical and essential functions
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continue under all hazard situations by creating proper mission planning, development,
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implementation, testing and continual process improvement when necessary. The process
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involves reaching across an entire organization, including partners, customers and suppliers, to
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meet all the requirements of the engagement and account for all contingencies. At Longevity,
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we take a multi-faceted approach to Mission Assurance by reviewing all security elements of an
organization, ensuring we are able to address and improve the overall security posture, not just
one piece of the security puzzle. We work with our clients to provide security intelligence and
risk management solutions and to protect mission critical business information and systems
from unauthorized access. Our team of experts have hands-on experience providing Mission
Assurance program support for our clients to integrate, maximize unity of effort and minimize

OUR PROCESS
Longevity’s process insight
and understanding of the
challenges associated
with supporting all
aspects of business
strategy is the result of
many years of experience.
Longevity’s consultants
are vendor agnostic and
will work within your
organization’s existing
technology stack, making
recommendations for
COTS or Open Source
analytics tools as needed.
It is our goal to use our
real-world experience and
vast knowledge of
technology and business
to provide you with the
best possible solution for
your needs.

inefficiencies across the following security disciplines:


Antiterrorism (AT)/ High Risk Personnel



Continuity of Operations (COOP)



Emergency Management



Physical Security



Operations Security (OPSEC)



Personnel Security (PERSEC)



Information Security (INFOSEC)



Critical Infrastructure Risk Management



Information Assurance (IA)/ Computer Network Defense



Safety and Occupational Health



Foreign Disclosure



Sensitive Compartmented Information

Our Mission Assurance service offerings include:
Continuity of Operation
• Implementation Planning
• Plan Development
• Identifying and Establishing Continuity Facilities
• Tests, Training and Exercises (TT&E) Planning
• Annual Program Maintenance
Emergency Preparedness Support
• Occupant Emergency Plan Development
• Evacuation Planning
• Shelter in Place site identification and kit services
• Individual emergency supply bag/go-kits
• Alert and Notification System support
• Training and Exercise Development
Physical Security
• Physical Security Program Plans
• Staff Assisted Visits/Assessments
• Physical Security Inspections
SharePoint
• Secure and Non-Secure Administration and
Knowledge Management support

O U R MI S SI O N
Team Longevity is dedicated
to providing the best possible
solution for an organization.
Drawing from a vast pool of
knowledge and expertise, we
are committed to ensuring
that our customers are
satisfied from day one. The
bottom-line result is
improved productivity,
increased collaboration and
greater efficiency in mission
critical operations.

A True Industry Partner

Protecting mission critical systems and data
OUR ROLE
Longevity’s role is that of a
true industry partner,
supporting the process
from beginning to end.

Longevity Consulting, LLC (Longevity) is an SBA 8(a) certified, Service-Disabled Veteran-

We have an outstanding

Owned, Small Disadvantaged Business with over 12 years of experience providing

record of past
performance helping our

information technology, solutions-based consulting services. Longevity offers expertise in
facilitating enterprise-wide IT strategic planning, enabling clients to align their strategic

clients achieve greater

vision, business processes and information needs with their applications and technology

customer and employee

infrastructure. Longevity’s role is that of a true industry partner, in which we support the

satisfaction, eliminate
waste, improve efficiency
and reduce operational
costs throughout their
organizations.

process from beginning to end, delivering quality services and continuously working to
exceed the client’s expectations. We have an outstanding record of past performance
helping our clients achieve greater customer and employee satisfaction, eliminate waste
and reduce expenses throughout their organizations.

Past Performance
Mission Assurance
Headquarters Department of the Army Directorate of Mission Assurance
HQDA DMA resides within the Office of the Administrative Assistant (OAA) to the Secretary of
the Army, and was tasked by the Administrative Assistant to the Secretary of the Army with
implementing the Army Protection Program (APP) for HQDA. The HQDA Protection Program
functions as the overarching management framework to synchronize, prioritize and
coordinate protection policies and resources. At the strategic level, the HQDA Protection
Program serves to expand program oversight, ensure Senior Leader accountability and
better facilitate risk-based decision making.
Longevity was awarded a prime contract to provide the HQDA DMA with subject matter
expertise in COOP planning; Emergency Management; Information Assurance; Test, Train, &
Exercise (TT&E); Policy Planning; Web/SharePoint development; Database and Systems
Integration; and Continuous Process Improvement and knowledge management services to
properly develop and implement the HQDA Protection Program and support the Central
United States Registry (CUSR) mission. In order to meet these mission goals, Longevity
provided contract and program management, developed Protection Program
implementation guidance and smart books, developed online training for 12 protection
program security elements and designed and implemented internal and external SharePoint
sites to allow the program to run smoothly and efficiently for employees and customers.
Additionally, Longevity provided shelter in place kit support by replacing expiring food bars,
water and batteries in shelter-in-place kits that support over 14,000 HQDA personnel, and
inventorying kit locations and location points of contact.
Our team of experts worked with the HQDA DMA to ensure that all requirements were met
and accounted for all contingencies, from the development of new Standard Operating
Procedures for the effective maintenance of data to the delivery of end-user training
materials and implementation guides. At Longevity, we take a multi-faceted approach to
security. We work with our clients to provide security intelligence and risk management
solutions, protecting mission critical business information and systems from unauthorized
access. It is our mission to ensure your organization is prepared to handle any situation with
confidence and efficiency.

